LAYING THE FOUNDATION FOR YOUR FUTURE

ABOUT SMARTAA
SMARTAA is a pioneering DIGITAL EDUCATION PROGRAM & CURRICULUM PROVIDER offering
a diverse range of learning products to an international market. Since its establishment, the
company has achieved numerous milestones in pursuit of excellence in digital education.
As part of Technoage, SMARTAA has developed an educational and learning infrastructure that
encourages innovation, fosters growth, and stimulates positive thought. Decades of research
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combined with trial and error has enabled us to design our programs that meet the demands
of contemporary education.
We have collaborated with thought leaders from the ﬁelds of education and technology to not
only help in the preparation of our curriculum but to enhance existing teaching
methodologies. SMARTAA aims to make online education accessible and
affordable to pupils around all corners of the world.
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WHY CHOOSE SMARTAA
SMARTAA is part of a legacy that has helped develop education infrastructure all over the

MESSAGE FROM THE
PRINCIPAL

globe. We aim to bridge the gap between quality education and technology with our state-of

The year 2020 gave us all life-long lessons; the

-the-art learning programs that include gamiﬁcation, virtual classrooms, augmented reality etc.

most important being survival in the face of
adversity. We collectively stood defiant, and

Our online learning programs are weaved with essential life skills that children need to learn

found alternative ways to continue the grind of

at an early age; such as, money management, conﬂict resolution, effective communication.

life. Two of the most critical segments;

SMARTAA’s curriculum combines essential life skills with coursework, which improves

healthcare and education came under plenty

cognitive abilities of students and helps them to overcome obstacles in their adult lives.

of scrutiny, since healthcare and education
industries simply cannot afford delays or

We are one of the few online education program & curriculum providers that are helping

disruptions in what they offer.

communities grow out of their aﬄictions and hardships by giving them the hope of education.
SMARTAA aims to establish a network with its stakeholders to ensure no child is left behind

Subsequently, both are swiftly shifting towards

in the pursuit of quality education.

digital; to provide seamless and uninterrupted
solutions to stakeholders. SMARTAA had

As an online learning platform, SMARTAA’s curriculum touches all key areas of learning whilst

anticipated the need for online education well before any global pandemic; and our team had

keeping pupils’ attention intact. In fact, parents tell us their children are always anticipating

begun developing online learning programs that leverage digital technologies to provide

new activities and gamiﬁcation drills in the classroom.

students with exceptional quality education on their smart devices.
At SMARTAA, we believe each child is blessed with immense potential; it’s upon the teachers
to unlock that potential with their teaching methodologies and the coursework. Our team of
experts have put together learning programs with a keen focus on personal development of
students; whilst giving them a concrete direction in life based on their interests.
Furthermore, our learning management system ensures both parents and students are on the
same page with regards to the educational journey with us. SMARTAA has simplified the
concept of online learning and is on course to make education affordable and accessible all
across the globe.

DR. ABDELQADIR AMOR
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MISSION. VISION. VALUES
MISSION
Our mission is to develop strong analytical and creative thinking among our students. Therefore,
SMARTAA has enriched its coursework by including modern learning techniques such as,
gamiﬁcation, quizzes, case studies and virtual classroom activities.
VISION
Our vision is clear – provide students with the necessary learning resources so they can pursue
their dreams. With technology at the heart of our infrastructure, SMARTAA aims to bring hope
and light into the world through transformative education.
VALUES
SMARTAA is driven by the values of altruism, empathy, respect, trust, responsibility, teamwork
and above all, innovation. We champion bold ideas in the ﬁeld of education, and are determined
to reach all corners of the world with our educational offerings.

BACK TO SCHOOL – SMARTAA’S
LEARNING CONTINUATION PROGRAM
A vast number of children across the globe abandon their education due to various reasons.
SMARTAA is determined to offer them the chance to continue their education journey with us
with the help of our customized online learning programs.
In Project Restart, our child psychologists work closely with curriculum developers and teachers
to ease children back into education and community programs; and help them grow. We even
provide smart devices in partnerships with social service organizations, so that the families
don’t bear any additional costs to educate their child.
The program is geared especially towards refugee kids who deserve a second shot at life.
Our instructors are trained to be patient, compassionate and understanding of the plights of
such children; and we are determined to bring joy into their lives with the ever-burning ﬂame
of knowledge.
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LOOKING BEYOND - THE 5 YEAR PLAN
For us, every child matters. SMARTAA wants to create equal opportunities for every child to
gain education and follow their calling. To realize this vision, we have developed a -5year
education plan that emphasizes on inclusion of children from all around the globe into our
digital education ecosystem.

The Path of Education Towards Enlightenment
SMARTAA is in the process of signing several MOUs with social welfare organizations around
the world to make education and soft skills training mandatory for kids. Our ambition is to enroll
as many students as possible and provide them with the same level of education as in the
developed nations.

Career Counseling
SMARTAA trains its teachers and program coordinators to identify pupils in terms of their skills
and interests. Accordingly, we help cultivate their areas of interest and prepare a roadmap for
them, which they can follow to achieve their aspirations. We communicate the same to the
pupils’ parents so they encourage their children in their journey to self-actualization.

Developing and Sustaining Digital Infrastructure
Education is a continuous process - any form of gap or interruption can harm the essence of
teaching and learning. Hence, we are constantly improving upon our digital education
infrastructure -to make it accessible, affordable and scalable. Later, SMARTAA plans to
franchise its business model to other education providers to empower students worldwide.

Educating
Inspiring
Empowering
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SCHOOL CURRICULUM
Following are the stages of our curriculum:

KG
PRIMARY
SECONDARY
HIGH SCHOOL

With children, instructors have to be patient, and that’s why our KG teachers are given extensive
training on children behavior before they take over an online education class. Our curriculum
maintains a balance between structured activities and free play to meet the early learning

KG (KINDERGARTEN STAGE)
A child’s real mental development starts when they begin their education from the kindergarten

goals from the EYFS (Early Years Foundation Stage Framework).

THE SEVEN AREAS OF LEARNING INCLUDE:

stage. This is the phase where they learn all the fundamental concepts of language,

1.

Communication and Language

mathematics, and creative expression. We have taken great consideration while preparing

2.

Literacy

the KG curriculum; the simplicity and profundity of the coursework will ensure kids immediately

3.

Mathematics

absorb the ideas, and enjoy their learning time.

4.

Physical Development

5.

Personal, Social and Emotional Development

to inculcate ﬁrm ideas into pupils. Most importantly, we understand children develop at an

6.

Understanding the World

individual pace and at SMARTAA, each child is encouraged to reach his/her full potential

7.

Expressive Arts and Design

Adhering to the philosophy of Fun. Play. Learn, our teachers utilize engaging and fun exercises

without any time restrictions.
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SUBJECTS TAUGHT IN THE PRIMARY STAGE INCLUDE:

PRIMARY STAGE
Our academic curriculum was developed based on Common Core standards for each grade
level. The curriculum scope and sequence are content-focused and adapted to meet the

1.

English

2.

Science

3.

Mathematics

4.

Social Studies

5.

Computing

6.

Arabic Language

7.

Islamic Studies

8.

Soft skills

9.

Electives

SECONDARY STAGE
Our pupils pursue a broad-based and well-balanced program of studies which enables them

needs of each student at Primary level.

to make informed choices for their future education. Secondary schooling is the stage where

Our School’s Primary curriculum is designed to keep students interested and engaged in their

all our efforts to prepare them for the future that lies ahead.

learning and to ensure there is continuation and progression from the Foundation Stage. In

students begin a lifelong process of self-awareness and development; hence, we consolidate

Key Stage 1, students are introduced to more formal activities and achieve greater self-reliance.

Our curriculum is impeccably designed to include examples from daily life, as well as the

Through a stimulating learning environment strengthened by values, our educators provide

being taught. The objective is to illuminate the understanding of the world around them –

the students with differentiated and enjoyable learning programs, rewards for achievement
and focus on their individual needs, so students build conﬁdence and hone learning skills.

issues surrounding our world; so that our students face no diﬃculty grasping the concepts
how things work, what is the cause-and-effect relationship of certain variables, and most
importantly, the discovery of self.

We have a strong and knowledgeable team of subject specialists in Arabic, Information
Technology, and soft skills. The subject specialists work in close collaboration with class
teachers, to positively impact the learning processes.
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COMPULSORY COURSES
1.

English.

2.

Mathematics

3.

General Science:
Physics, Chemistry
& Biology

4.

Social studies

ELECTIVE COURSES:
1.

Computing

2.

Arabic & Islamic Studies

3.

Geography

4.

History

5.

Soft Skills Training

HIGH SCHOOL
Our high school program offers exposure to practical life scenarios to our pupils.
SMARTAA draws from the vast experience of its faculty and curriculum development
experts to touch on all spheres of life before students embark on their professional journey.
Our high school curriculum has helped numerous pupils to develop tunnel vision, and focus on
what they really want to pursue in their professional careers. We offer a variety of high school
diplomas tailored according to industry benchmarks. We further improve our curriculum by
inviting industry leaders to share their experiences, and include real life case studies to
effectively communicate the topic.

COMPULSORY COURSES:

ELECTIVE COURSES:

1.

English Literature

1.

Computer Science

2.

Mathematics

2.

Arabic and Islamic Studies

3.

General Science:

3.

Geography

Physics, Chemistry

4.

History

& Biology

5.

Soft Skills

Social studies

6.

Business Studies

7.

Economics

8.

Psychology

9.

Media Studies

10.

Travel & Tourism

11.

Accounts

12.

French Language

4.
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GED PROGRAM
• You can prepare and earn your high school equivalency diploma.
• The GED® test covers 4 subjects: Math, Science, Social Studies, and Language Arts. You
can take all 4 together or one at a time at an oﬃcial GED® test center when you’re ready.
• 97 % of colleges accept GED® credentials.
• Millions of people have passed the GED test and gone on to college and score better jobs.
You can be one of them. And we’ll help you every step of the way.

ISLAMIC STUDIES K-12
Children between the ages of 18-5 can avail our Islamic Studies program to understand their
faith and become exemplary human beings from an early age. Our curriculum focuses on the
main pillars of Islam and sheds light on why it is important for a Muslim to lead by example.
The program focuses on the following areas:

Building the young Muslim leader

GED SUBJECTS

• Revisiting the past glories of the Muslim empires.

Mathematical Reasoning:

Reasoning Through Language Arts:

• Basic Math

• Reading for Meaning

• Geometry

• Identifying and Creating Arguments

• Encouraging creativity and innovation.

• Basic Algebra

• Grammar and Language

Program Philosophy and Structure

• Graphs and Functions

Science:

• Reading for Meaning in Social Studies

• Reading for Meaning in Science

• Analyzing Historical Events and

• Designing and Interpreting Science

• Using Numbers and Graphs for
interpretations

• Providing a valuable environment that encourages professionalism and leadership.

• Purposes of human creation (get to know God, evolution of Earth and self-recommendation

Social Studies:

Arguments in Social Studies

• Production of various educational contents to suit different requirements.

Experiments
• Using Numbers and Graphs to
illustrate ideas

(Tazkiah)).
• A human being is composed of: a mind that thinks and nurtures itself with the right belief,
a heart that feels and feeds on Tazkiah science. And a body that acts, based on Fikh in islam.

Program Scope
This particular program focuses on developing the following abilities:
• Jurisprudence(feqh)
• The Islamic belief system (Iman)
• Personalized Recommendation & Morals
• Arabic Language Course
• Life of the Prophet Mohamed (Seerah)
• Prophetic traditions (hadeeth)
Other Skills:
• Effective Communication
• Public Speaking
• A wide range of thinking mechanisms
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PROGRAM STRUCTURE
GRADE 1 & 2
• A child will be able to understand familiar daily expressions, use multiple simple sentences
coherently and learn to read and write. For instance, the child can introduce themselves to
others, or inquire about certain things.
• He/she will be able to memorize a set of prayers and chants prescribed in Islam.

GRADES 3 & 4

ARABIC K-12
This program aims to improve student’s Arabic proﬁciency level, so they are comfortable
speaking and understanding the language. Whether the child is familiar with the language
or is a complete beginner, the program will help them to attain strong command over the
language.
The program covers all the topics, vocabulary, and subjects that contribute to enhancing
the student’s skills i.e.: raising their language competencies, and developing their practice

• The child will be comfortable at communicating and understanding different speeches.

GRADES 5 & 6
• The child in a simpliﬁed manner can describe their country, education, give directions, and
matters related to basic needs.

GRADES 7 & 8
• The child can express in a simple and cohesive manner, their opinions on many familiar
topics and areas of personal interests.

capacities, in order to achieve the highest score in the exam.

GRADES 9 & 10

Program Features

• The child can talk about the experiences, events, and describe dreams, hopes and goals, in

• Supporting video material
• Vocabulary ﬂashcards
• A of its kind curriculum developed 100% by SMARTAA
• Past exams with their answer key
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addition to their ability to provide lengthy explanations and perspectives.

GRADES 11 & 12
• The child will pick up the language quickly, and will be able to strike conversations on
their own. They will speak to both native and non-native speakers in a natural way.
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BECOME A PARTNER
Are you a school, college, center, or community organization interested in helping students
ﬁnish an accredited school program online? SMARTAA has a partnership program in place
to offer our program through your institution.Bring SMARTAA to your institution and increase
your enrollments. We currently offering partnership opportunities for schools and colleges
aiming to raise the bar of online education with the help of exciting and novel initiatives. If
this sounds like an opportunity that may interest you, please contact us directly at:
info@smartaa.net

INDIVIDUAL COURSES
• Cost: $250 per 1.0 credit.
• Students wanting to accelerate their education or earn extra credits.
• Students who are needing extra credits to graduate.
• Homeschooled students needing high school courses.
• Students will have one year to complete the course from the day of enrollment.
• Transcript with credit and ﬁnal grade is issued.
• Students are responsible for setting a schedule to work on their courses daily.
• Students get approval from their school to make sure they will accept our transfer credits.
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+971 4 337 2000
+971 4 323 0367
P.O.Box 121088
info@worldfs.ae
Shaikh Zayed Rd opposite
Burj khalifa, Alwasl Building,
Ofﬁce No.124 Dubai, UAE

